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We consider the problem of decomposing some family of t-subsets,
or t-uniform hypergraph G, into copies of another, say H, with non-
negative rational weights. For fixed H on k vertices, we show that
this is always possible for all G having sufficientlymany vertices and
density at least 1−C(t)k−2t . In particular, for the case t = 2, all large
graphs with density at least 1 − 2k−4 admit a rational decomposi-
tion into cliquesKk . The proof relies on estimates of certain eigenval-
ues in the Johnson scheme. The concluding section discusses some
applications to design theory and statistics, as well as some relevant
open problems.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Preliminaries
Let t be a positive integer. The set of all t-element subsets of a set X is written
(
X
t
)
. By a (rational)
t-vector on X , we mean a function f ∈ Q(Xt).
A t-uniform hypergraph, or simply t-graph is a triple H = (X, E, ι), where
• X is a set of points or vertices,
• E is a set of edges, and
• ι ⊂ X×E is an incidence relation such that every edge is incidentwith precisely t different vertices.
Edges are usually identifiedwith the set of incident vertices, dispensingwith ι. However, the definition
above permits ‘multiple edges’. If there are no multiple edges, then H is said to be simple. Unless
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otherwise specified, all t-graphs will be assumed simple, and E ⊆
(
X
t
)
. With this understanding, we
may conveniently identify t-graphs with (0, 1) t-vectors.
A t-graph H′ with vertex set X′ and edge set E′ is a subgraph of H if X′ ⊆ X and E′ ⊆ E. The
corresponding t-vectors satisfy f ′ ≤ f |
(X
′
t )
.
Ordinary graphs are 2-graphs; note however that the definition does not allow ‘loops’.
Consider a large t-graph G on vertex set V , |V | = v. For 0 ≤ s ≤ t, the degree in G of an s-subset
S of vertices is the number of edges of G which contain S. The minimum degree over all s-subsets is
denoted δs(H) and we say that G is (1 − )-dense if δt−1(G) ≥ (1 − )(v − t + 1). In other words, a
t-graph is (1 − )-dense if, given any t − 1 points, the probability that another point fails to induce
an edge is at most .
The complete t-graphor cliqueonV corresponds to the set system
(
V
t
)
and, equivalently, the constant
t-vector with every coordinate equal to 1. The standard graph-theoretic notation is Ktv , where the
superscript is normally omitted if t = 2, or if it is otherwise understood. Of course, complete t-graphs
are 1-dense.
Suppose G and H are t-graphs, as above, with respective vertex sets V and X . A fractional or rational
decomposition of G into copies of H is a set of pairs (Hi,wi), where
• each Hi is a subgraph of G isomorphic to H;• wi are positive weights such that, for every edge T of G,∑
i:T∈Hi
wi = 1. (1.1)
To be clear, T ∈ Hi means that T is an edge of Hi.
Although the existence questions for rational decompositions are interesting in their own right,
there are actually some nice applications where fractional weights are allowed – even desired – such
as in statistics (balanced sampling plans) and electrical engineering (network scheduling).
Since (1.1) leads to a linear system with integral coefficients, there is no loss in generality in as-
sumingwi ∈ Q. Note that if thewi are integers (0 or 1), the result is an ordinary edge-decomposition.
Althoughwedonot need thenotation very frequently, a reasonable abbreviation isH Q G for rational
decomposition and H  G for ordinary decomposition.
Alternativedescriptions arepossible. For instance, ifH has vertex setX , a rational decomposition can
be viewed as a nonnegative formal linear combination of injections X into V , say σ ∈ Q≥0[X ↪→ V],
so that σH = G.
A (signed) linear combination of injectionsσ ∈ Q[X ↪→ V] is not enough, as the following example
shows.
Example 1.1. Here t = 2. Let G = C5 be the 5-cycle 12345 on V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and let H = K3
on a three element set X . Then combining ‘positive’ copies of H on 123, 145 plus a ‘negative’ copy of
H on 134 yields a 2-vector G′ with pairs {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {4, 5}, {1, 5} having weight 1, pair {3, 4} having
weight −1, and all other pairs having weight 0. So the five cyclic shifts of G′ combine to yield 3G (the
5-cycle with every edge tripled). Therefore, there exists σ ∈ Q[X ↪→ V] with σH = G. However,
since H is not a subgraph of G, it is clear that there is no such σ ∈ Q≥0[X ↪→ V].
For ordinary graphs G and H, another equivalent formulation arises from the adjacency matrices
AG and AH . It is easy to see that H Q G (respectively H  G) is equivalent to a decomposition
AG =
∑
wiQ
	
i AHQi,
where Qi are |X| × |V | (0, 1) ‘injection’ matrices having row sum 1, and wi are positive rationals
(integers).
The following facts are evident from the definitions.
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Lemma 1.2.
(a) BothQ and are transitive on t-graphs.
(b) If H is a t-graph with p ≤ v vertices and q > 0 edges, then H Q Ktv.
Remark. Part (a) is quite clear. For (b), it is enough to take each labeled subgraph of H in the complete
graph with weight
(
v
t
)
/qp!
(
v
p
)
.
Obviously, for H Q G, it is necessary that H be a subgraph of G. In fact, every t − 1 elements of G
must belong to enough copies of H to exhaust the degree at that vertex. For instance, large balanced
complete bipartite 2-graphs G are nearly 1
2
-dense but triangle-free. Edges can be thrown in until G
becomes nearly 3
4
-dense and still admit no decomposition into copies of K3. Actually, not much more
is known about the density of G failing to admit a decomposition apart from this kind of counting
analysis. The weak (full) Nash–Williams conjecture states that K3 Q G (resp. K3  G) provided that G
is at least 3
4
-dense (and, both locally and globally, K3-divisible).
In this paper, we prove the following existence result on rational decompositions of dense hyper-
graphs.
Theorem 1.3. For integers k ≥ t ≥ 2, there exists v0(t, k) and C = C(t) such that, for v > v0 and
 < Ck−2t , any (1 − )-dense t-graph G on v vertices admits a rational decomposition into copies of Kk.
By Lemma 1.2, the same result holds for any t-graph H on k vertices replacing Kk .
In [7], Yuster proved the same result for   6−kt , although it was admitted that small improve-
ments may be possible. Probabilistic and combinatorial arguments were central. A better result was
obtained for ordinary graphs, proved in [6] for  ≤ 1/9k10.
Here, the improvement fromTheorem1.3 is substantial,with aqualitativeweakeningon thedensity
requirement for general t, and a bound much closer to the density condition for ordinary graphs. Our
new upper bound on  is actually 1
2
(
k
t
)−2
, and (again) insignificant improvements may be possible
from the present proof technique. For comparison, our result with k = 3 and t = 2 shows that
graphs Gwhich are at least 17
18
-dense admit a decomposition into K3. This is getting much closer to the
Nash–Williams bound, though substantial work still remains, even in this basic case.
Our proof of Theorem 1.3 is, at least in principle, constructive. For each edge in G, consider the
family of all k-subsets which cover it and induce a clique Ktk in G. We actually prove the existence of
a nonnegative rational combination of these families which gives G. This is done by finding nonneg-
ative solutions to a certain linear system, and the problem then reduces to some elementary linear
algebra. The outline of the argument is presented in more detail in Sections 2 and 3. The technicalities
amount to estimating certain eigenvalues using the theory of association schemes. These details are
covered in Sections 4 and 5. To conclude, some applications and further directions are considered in
Section 6.
2. Coverage and linear systems
Let V be a v-set, and suppose that k ≥ 2t. A set system F ⊆
(
V
k
)
is said to cover T ∈
(
V
t
)
exactly λ
times if T ⊂ K for exactly λ elements K ∈ F . Alternatively,F is a k-vector and its coverage is a t-vector
F t with
F t(T) = ∑
K⊃T
F(K).
In context, we may suppress the superscript t, and instead write F(T) for the coverage of T by F .
Now, letX=
(
V
k
)
, fix U ∈
(
V
t
)
, and consider the family F = X[U] of all
(
v−t
k−t
)
k-subsets of V which
contain U. Then
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X[U](T) =
(
v − |T ∪ U|
k − |T ∪ U|
)
,
since this counts the number of k-subsets containing both T and U. Therefore, we may write
X[U](T) = ξ|T\U|,
where
ξi =
(
v − t − i
k − t − i
)
= v
k−t−i
(k − t − i)! + o(v
k−t−i).
for i = 0, 1, . . . , t. This kind of estimation on the orders of binomial coefficients occurs frequently in
what follows.
Let n =
(
v
t
)
and identifyQn withQ(
V
t). Define the n × nmatrixM by
M(T,U) = ξ|T\U| = X[U](T),
for T,U ∈
(
V
t
)
. In fact, M factors as M = WW	, where W is the well-known inclusion matrix of
t-subsets versus k-subsets. However, we do not (at least explicitly) useW in what follows.
Note thatM	 = M and the constant column (row) sum ofM is
∑
T
ξ|T\U| =
t∑
i=0
ξi
(
v − t
i
)(
t
i
)
=
(
v − t
k − t
)(
k
t
)
= v
k−t
(k − t)!
(
k
t
)
+ o(vk−t). (2.1)
Observe that (2.1) simply counts the number of k-subsets intersecting a given k-subset in exactly t
points.
Althoughwe do notmake explicit use of the abundant additional symmetry inM, it is worth noting
that the symmetric group SV induces an action on Xwhich stabilizesM.
At this point, we note that a nonnegative solution x to Mx = 1 induces a rational decomposition
Ktk Q Ktv . Simply take each X[U] with weight x(U), and the total coverage is∑
U
x(U)M(T,U) = (Mx)(T) = 1
on each t-set T . Indeed, 1 is an eigenvector ofM, and so the unique such x simply has the reciprocal of
(2.1) in each coordinate.
Decomposing a non-complete t-graph G is not so easy. We must restrict our attention to k-subsets
that cover only those edges present in G.
To this end, define X|G as the family of all k-subsets which induce a clique in G. In other words,
K ∈ X|G if and only if
• K ⊆ V with |K| = k, and
• T ⊂ K with |T| = t implies T is an edge of G.
Note that X|G is nonempty when G is sufficiently dense.
Now consider X|G[U], the family of all k-subsets on V which contain U and also induce a clique in
G. Define the |G| × |G| matrix M̂, with rows and columns indexed by edges of G, by
M̂(T,U) = X|G[U](T).
Again, M̂ is symmetric, since its (T,U)-entry just counts the number of k-subsets containing T,U,
and no non-edges of G. And, most importantly, a nonnegative solution x to
M̂x = 1, (2.2)
if it exists, yields a rational decomposition of Ktk Q G. Just as in the easy case of complete t-graphs
above, eachX|G[U] is takenwithmultiplicityx(U) to obtain coverage1onedges T ofG. By construction,
the coverage is also zero on non-edges of G.
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The basic theme of this article may be summarized as follows: for dense G, our matrix M̂ is a small
perturbation of the principal submatrix M|G of M, restricted to edges of G. This perturbation will be
estimated carefully in the next section; however, the relevant lemma in terms of coverages is given
here.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose G is a (1 − )-dense simple t-graph.
(a) Given an edge T and i with 0 ≤ i ≤ t, there are at least(
t
i
)(
v
i
) [
1 −
(
t + i
i
)
 + o(1)
]
edges U such that |T \ U| = i and T ∪ U induces a clique in G.
(b) If T and U are edges of G with |T \ U| = i and such that T ∪ U induces a clique in G, then there are
at least(
v − t − i
k − t − i
) [
1 −
((
k
t
)
−
(
t + i
i
))
 + o(1)
]
k-subsets containing T ∪ U and inducing a clique in G.
Proof. Let J be a set of j ≥ t points which induce a clique Ktj in G. The number of ways to choose a
point x in V \ J so that J ∪{x} also induces a clique is at least v− j−
(
j
t−1
)
z, where z is an upper bound
on the number of non-edges incident with each (t − 1)-subset. With z = (v − t + 1), and applying
induction, the number of ways to extend T to a clique induced by T ∪ U, of size t + i, is at least
1
i!
∏
t≤j<t+i
[
v
(
1 −
(
j
t − 1
)

)
− O(1)
]
.
Note theO(1) term depends on t and  but not on v. We now expand the dominant term of the product
and invoke the inequality∏
j
(1 − aj) ≥ 1 −
∑
j
aj.
Using an identity on the resulting sum of binomial coefficients
(
j
t−1
)
, one has the number of such
extensions at least
vi
i!
[
1 −
(
t + i
i
)

]
+ o(vi).
Finally, in choosing an edge U (not merely an extension of T), we are free to pick any t − i points in T .
This proves (a).
Similarly, the number of ways to extend a clique on T ∪ U to a clique on k points is at least
1
(k − t − i)!
∏
t+i≤j<k
[
v
(
1 −
(
j
t − 1
)

)
− O(1)
]
,
or, after expansion and identities,
vk−t−i
(k − t − i)!
[
1 −
((
k
t
)
−
(
t + i
i
))

]
+ o(vk−t−i).
This proves (b). 
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Remark. Lemma 2.1(a) essentially asserts that ‘most’ entries of M̂ are nonzero, while part (b) asserts
that those nonzero entries are close to those ofM.
3. Proof of the main theorem
Our proof relies on a couple of easy facts from linear algebra. Recall that the matrix norm || · ||∞ is
induced from the same (max) norm on vectors. We have ||A||∞ equal to the maximum absolute row
sum of A. We note below that small perturbations in this norm (actually, in any induced norm) do not
destroy positive definiteness.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose A and 	A are Hermitian matrices such that every eigenvalue of A is greater than
||	A||∞. Then A + 	A is positive definite.
Proof. This follows easily since the spectral radius (i.e. maximum eigenvalue) of 	A satisfies
ρ(	A) ≤ ||	A||∞. 
We will momentarily invoke this fact with A = M|G and 	A = 	M := M̂ − M|G .
First though, recall Cramer’s rule from college linear algebra. For non-singular A, the system Ax = b
has a solution given by
xi = det(Ai)
det(A)
,
where Ai denotes the matrix Awith its ith column substituted for b.
Taken together, we conclude that the system (2.2) has a positive solution x provided the least
eigenvalues of bothM andM1 exceed ||	M||∞. Note that wemay restrict attention to a singleM1 due
to invariance ofM under the action of SV .
A careful calculation of the eigenvalues of M and M1 is left for the next 2 sections; however, we
summarize the important results here.
Theorem 3.2. Asymptotically in v, the least eigenvalue of M is
θt =
(
v − t
k − t
)
+ o(vk−t),
and the least eigenvalue of M1 is at least
1
2
θt .
Of course, the same lower bounds on eigenvalues remain true for the principal submatrices
restricted to rows and columns ofM indexed by edges of G.
Now, it remains to estimate the maximum absolute row sum of 	M.
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a (1 − )-dense simple t-graph, and define 	M as above. For small , and
asymptotically in v,
||	M||∞ <
(
v − t
k − t
)(
k
t
)2
 + o(vk−t). (3.1)
Proof. Let a(i) and b(i) denote the expressions given in the statement of Lemma 2.1, parts (a) and
(b), respectively. In row T and columns U with |T \ U| = i, there are at least a(i) entries where M̂ is
nonzero due to T ∪ U inducing a clique. That is, there are at most
(
v−t
i
)(
t
i
)
− a(i) such entries which
vanish in M̂.
When T ∪ U does induce a clique, we have M̂(T,U) ≥ b(i) and M(T,U) = ξi. That is, 	M is at
most of order ξi − b(i) in these entries.
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Taken together,
||	M||∞ <
t∑
i=0
[(
v − t
i
)(
t
i
)
− a(i)
]
ξi +
(
v − t
i
)(
t
i
)
(ξi − b(i))
= 
t∑
i=0
(
v − t
i
)(
t
i
)(
k
t
)
ξi + o(vk−t).
After invoking (2.1), we obtain the desired bound (3.1). 
By Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.3, the vector M̂−11 is (asymptotically in v) entrywise
positive for
 <
1
2
(
k
t
)−2
.
Therefore, we have an induced rational decomposition of G into copies of Ktk .
We should note that theremay be a hope of positive solutions to (2.2) for some (possibly all) graphs
G even if this worst-case bound for  were exceeded.
Also, it is probably possible to avoid using Cramer’s rule and instead analyze the conditioning
number κ(M). However, this is not likely to yield any substantially better bounds on .
It now remains to prove Theorem 3.2, and this is the subject of the next two sections.
4. The Johnson scheme and eigenvalue estimates forM
For our purposes, a k-class association scheme on a set X consists of k + 1 nonempty symmetric
binary relations R0, . . . , Rk which partition X× X, such that
• R0 is the identity relation, and• for any x, y ∈ Xwith (x, y) ∈ Rh, the number of z ∈ X such that (x, z) ∈ Ri and (z, y) ∈ Rj is the
structure constant phij depending only on h, i, j.
Let |X| = n. For i = 0, . . . , k, define the n × n adjacency matrix Ai, indexed by entries of X, to have
(x, y)-entry equal to 1 if (x, y) ∈ Ri, and 0 otherwise. It is said that x and y are ith associates when
(x, y) ∈ Ri.
By definition of the structure constants, AiAj = ∑h phijAh. In this way, the adjacency matrices span
not only a subspace of the n × nmatrices, but a matrix algebra called the Bose–Mesner algebra.
Interestingly, the adjacency matrices are orthogonal idempotents with respect to entrywise mul-
tiplication, and
A0 + · · · + Ak = J,
the all ones matrix. From spectral theory, the Bose–Mesner algebra also has a basis of orthogonal
idempotents E0, . . . , Ek with respect to ordinary matrix multiplication, and such that
E0 + · · · + Ek = I.
A convention is adopted so that E0 = 1n J, which must be one of these idempotents.
For more on the theory of association schemes, the reader is directed to Chapter 30 of [4] for a nice
introduction or to Chris Godsil’s notes [1] for a very comprehensive reference.
The Johnson scheme J(t, v) has as elements
(
V
t
)
, where S, T ∈
(
V
t
)
are declared to be ith associates
if and only if |S ∩ T| = t − i.
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The adjacency matrices and (a certain ordering of) the orthogonal idempotents are related via
Ai =
t∑
j=0
PijEj, (4.1)
where P = [Pij] is the first eigenmatrix. For J(t, v), its entries are given by
Pij =
i∑
s=0
(−1)i−s
(
t − s
i − s
)(
t − j
s
)(
v − t + s − j
s
)
. (4.2)
The expression (4.2) is a polynomial of degree 2i in j. It is a relative of the family of Hahn polynomials.
From (4.1), we have
M =
t∑
i=0
ξiAi =
t∑
j=0
θjEj,
where
θj =
t∑
i=0
ξiPij. (4.3)
Since the Ej are orthogonal idempotents, it follows that the eigenvalues ofM are θj , havingmultiplicity
mj = rank(Ej) =
(
v
j
)
−
(
v
j − 1
)
.
Of course, columns of the Ej are eigenvectors for θj .
An easy calculation with convolution identities gives the closed form
θ0 =
t∑
i=0
ξi
(
t
i
)(
v − t
i
)
=
(
v − t
k − t
)(
k
t
)
.
This is simply the row sum of M, or (2.1). The other eigenvalues are more complicated, but for our
purposes an estimate suffices.
Proposition 4.1. The eigenvalues of M are θj , each of multiplicity mj =
(
v
j
)
−
(
v
j−1
)
. For sufficiently large
v, the θj are distinct reals of order v
k−t .
Proof. Computing directly from (4.2) and (4.3),
θj =
t∑
i=0
ξiPij =
t∑
i=0
(
v − t − i
k − t − i
)
i∑
s=0
(−1)i−s
(
t − s
i − s
)(
t − j
s
)(
v − t + s − j
s
)
.
Now separating the s = i term,
θj =
t−j∑
i=0
(
v − t − i
k − t − i
)(
v − t + i − j
i
)(
t − j
i
)
+ o(vk−t)
= 1
(k − t)!
⎡⎣ t−j∑
i=0
(
k − t
i
)(
t − j
i
)⎤⎦ vk−t + o(vk−t)
= 1
(k − t)!
(
k − j
t − j
)
vk−t + o(vk−t).
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The leading coefficient is a multiple of (k − j)k−t , which is decreasing in j for 0 ≤ j ≤ t. This proves
the θj are distinct as v → ∞. 
It should be remarked that similar estimates also appear in Section 4 of [3], a recent article on
quasi-random hypergraphs. In any case, the proof of Proposition 4.1 also establishes the first part of
Theorem 3.2.
Corollary 4.2. For large v, the least eigenvalue of M is
θt =
(
v − t
k − t
)
+ o(vk−t).
5. Eigenvalue estimates forM1
Our focus now shifts toM1. To this end, define
B =
⎡⎣ 1 0
1 I
⎤⎦ ,
so thatM1 = MB isM with first column replaced by the constant vector
(
k
t
)(
v−t
k−t
)
1.
Observe that the eigenvectors of B are precisely those vectors with first coordinate equal to zero.
Thecolumnspaceofeachprimitive idempotentEj for the Johnsonscheme J(t, v)canbeorthogonally
decomposed as
〈e(j)〉 ⊕ 〈e(j)〉⊥,
where e(j) is a unit vector parallel to the first column of Ej and its complement 〈e(j)〉⊥ is B-invariant.
Let V = [e(0) . . . e(t)] and let V0 be the matrix whose columns are a union of orthonormal bases
for the 〈e(j)〉⊥.
Proposition 5.1. Each eigenvalue of M1 is v
k−t(c + o(1)), c depending only on k, t, and the eigenspace
indexing, with θt/2 as a lower bound.
Proof. Let Q = [V V0], an orthogonal matrix. Then
Q	MBQ =
⎡⎣ R O
∗ D
⎤⎦ ,
where R = V	MBV , a (t + 1)× (t + 1)matrix, and D is the (n− t − 1)× (n− t − 1) diagonal matrix
having eigenvalues θj , each with multiplicity mj − 1. It follows that the characteristic polynomial of
M1 = MB factors as
χMB(x) = χR(x)
t∏
j=1
(x − θj)mj−1.
Werecover the original eigenvalues θj as all but t+1of the eigenvalues ofM1. In light of Proposition 4.1,
it remains to consider the eigenvalues of R.
Let  = diag(θ0, θ1, . . . , θt). By definition of V , we haveMV = V. So, sinceM is symmetric,
R = V	MBV = (MV)	BV = V	BV .
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Table 1
Sign changes near eigenvalues ofM.
x θt/2 θt θt−1 · · · θ2 θ1 θ0 ∞
Odd t (even degree)
ψ(x) + −+ −+ · · · −+ −+ +− +
χ(x) + +− −+ · · · −+ +− −+ +
χR(x) + − + · · · + − − +
Even t (odd degree)
ψ(x) + −+ −+ · · · −+ −+ +− +
χ(x) + +− −+ · · · +− −+ +− −
χR(x) + − + · · · − + + −
It is a routine calculation that
V	BV = I +
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
0
...
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦−
(
v
t
)−1
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
1
...
1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
[
m0 m1 . . . mt
]
. (5.1)
The last term on the right of (5.1) is rank one. Put
u =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
0
...
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦−
(
v
t
)−1
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
1
...
1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ and m =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
m0
m1
...
mt
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Recall for column vectors u andm the identity
det(I + um	) = 1 + u	m.
It follows that the characteristic polynomial of R can be computed rather easily. We have
χR(x) = det((I + um	) − xI)
= (1 + u	( − xI)−1m)χ(x)
=
⎡⎣1 + θ0m0
θ0 − x − n
−1 t∑
j=0
θjmj
θj − x
⎤⎦χ(x). (5.2)
Althoughwearenot able to explicitly compute the eigenvalues ofR in termsof those of, it is sufficient
for our purposes to analyze sign changes and obtain an interlacing result. For this purpose, consider
the rational functionψ(x) = χR(x)/χ(x). This is the first factor on the right of (5.2).
Near θj , j > 0, the dominant term in ψ is −n−1θjmj/(θj − x), which changes from negative to
positive as x increases. The opposite is true near θ0.
Recall that θt < · · · < θ1 < θ0, dictating the sign changes of χ. Finally, observe
ψ(θt/2) > 1 + 1 − n−1
∑ θjmj
θj − θj/2
= 2 − 2(m0 + m1 + · · · + mt)/n = 0.
These various observations are summarized in Table 1. It follows that R has t + 1 different real eigen-
values, each exceeding 1
2
θt . The result now follows from Proposition 4.1. 
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6. Some concluding remarks
If Ŵ denotes the |G| × |X| inclusion matrix of t-edges of G versus k-subsets, we have essentially
shown that the unique solution y to
Ŵ(Ŵ	y) = 1 (6.1)
is nonnegative for dense G. But note that the induced solutions x to the full decomposition system
Ŵx = 1 are, from (6.1), of the form x = Ŵ	y. In this sense, we may eventually hope to do better by
understanding vectors y for which Ŵ	y ≥ 0. This is an interesting linear programming problem in
its own right.
Toward more generality, it would be interesting to extend Theorem 1.3 to non-simple t-graphs
G under some conditions. We defer further consideration of this question for a separate and careful
analysis.
Although the improved density bounds from Theorem 1.3 are encouraging, the proof techniques
obviouslydovery little for the integral decompositionquestion.By ‘clearingdenominators’, oneobtains
bounds on (integral) decompositions when G has λ-fold edges for some large λ.
The integral decomposition question for very dense simple 2-graphs is difficult enough on its own.
The doctoral thesis of Torbjörn Gustavsson [2], now over 20 years old, appears to have answered the
existence question in the affirmative for densities extremely close to 1.
On the other hand, the integral decomposition problem for hypergraphs with t > 2 is essentially
hopeless in general. Although the work of Wilson [5] has asymptotically (in v) settled the existence of
2-(v, k, λ) designs, there are relatively few families of t-(v, k, λ) designs known for t > 2, especially
when λ = 1. In other words, decompositions problem for hypergraphs are difficult even for density 1.
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